Francesco Corbetta - The Best of All
20. Miscellaneous Manuscripts
Introduction
There are a number of manuscript sources that include miscellaneous pieces which are
either attributed to Corbetta or may be attributed to him because they are concordant with
pieces in other sources. Whilst these may not always be very reliable or musically convincing,
they do illustrate how well known he was and how widely his music circulated. Many of the
manuscripts also include versions of pieces from his printed books. These often vary from the
printed versions; it is impossible to say whether the variations are the work of the copier of the
manuscript or the work of Corbetta himself but composers do frequently revise and recycle their
work.
Corbetta was so well known that he was often referred to just as “Francisque”; of
course, there are other composers with this name so inevitably there is uncertainty surrounded
pieces identified in this way. Occasionally it is not entirely clear whether the reference is to him
or simply an indication that the piece is in the French style. The manuscripts are located in
libraries not just in Europe but as far a field as Mexico and in private collections. This does not
necessarily indicate that they were copied in the place where they are now preserved but many
of them do clearly belong to a particular geographical area. Manuscripts are seldom dated but
at least one of them dates from the middle of the eighteenth century suggesting that his music
continued to be played long after his death and indeed until the five-course instrument was
superceded by the six-course one. There is a huge number of surviving manuscripts of baroque
guitar music and it would be impossible to comment on all of them. Those discussed here are
readily available for examination and reasonably well-known.

Part 1
Sources in French Tablature
F-Pn Rés.1402 [RISM B/VII p.273]
This untitled manuscript comprises 93 folios with pages numbered 1-192; there are two
additional folios at the end. The red maroquin binding bears the arms of the French royal family
which suggests that it was originally copied for a royal patron; an early catalogue entry gives its
provenance as Versailles. It is in French tablature throughout although the music is mainly
strummed. Some of the pieces are described as being “espagnol”; a version of Tu la tienes Pedro
on p.102 is also in Brizeno’s Metodo mui facilissimo (1626). It also includes popular French and
Italian pieces from the first half of the seventeenth century. The pieces are grouped according to
key with some blank pages between sections. It is the work of two separate copyists. The main
part of the manuscript, in the hand of the principal copyist, is clear and legible but without
barlines. Eight pieces, five by De Visée, a movement from Lully's "Le triomphe de l'Amour", and
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two anonymous pieces have been copied at a later date by a different hand on to what were
originally blank pages – p. 42, 43, 126, 127, 164, 177, and on to the unnumbered folios at the end –
p.193 & 194.
Although RISM dates the manuscript ca. 1700 it is probably earlier. The copying of the main
part must have been commenced after 1647 as the Sarabande on p.1 is from Luigi Rossi's "Orfeo"
first performed in that year. Two pieces bear slight resemblance to works included in Corbetta’s
1671 and 1674 books. The first four bars of the Sarabande on p.160 are similar to those of the
Gigue aymée du roy on p.58 of La guitarre royale (1671) and the first 10 bars of the Sarabande
on p.19 are similar but not identical to those of the Sarabande on p.29 of La guitarre royale
(1674). However, at least some of Corbetta’s music circulated in manuscript before appearing in
print and the resemblance may be coincidental. The main part of the manuscript could therefore
have been copied during the 1660s – the period during which the young Louis XIV was learning
to play the guitar. The additional pieces must have been inserted after 1681, the year in which
Lully’s "Le triomphe de l'Amour" was first performed.
Pinnell has claimed that the following pieces are concordant but only the first two are
sufficiently similar to be taken seriously. Whether they are actually by Corbetta in the first place
is another matter. A version of the Sarabande in C major is also in Carbonchi’s Sonate di chitarra
spagnola (1640) p.42 with the title Sarabande Anna.
p.15
p.27
p.28
p.36
p.128
p.148

1648, p.37
1648, p.74
1639, p.69
1648, p.75
1643, p.16
1674, p.7

Sarabande
Sarabande
Sarabande
Folies
Passacaglie
Passacaglie

C major
G major
G major
D minor
G minor
B minor

melody similar/harmony differs
almost the same
not the same
not the same
some slight resemblance
not the same – in B flat major

F-Pn Ms. Vm7675 [RISM B/VII p.260]
This is an incomplete manuscript, dating from the late seventeenth/early eighteenth
century. It has no title page and pagination starts at p.35; p.1-34 are presumably lost. Pieces for
guitar occupy p. 35-123 and pieces for lute p. 124-130, all in French tablature. The rest of the
music on p. 131-192 is in staff notation.
The manuscript includes one piece from Corbetta’s 1648 book. The Sarabande de francisque on
p. 88 is a more elaborate version of the Sarabanda in A minor on p.44 of Varii scherzi di sonate.
This particular sarabande may not be by Corbetta in the first instance. Two other versions of it
are found in Foscarini’s Il primo, seco[n]do, e terzo libro della chitarra spagnola (undated) and
subsequent editions, on p.51 with the title Sarabanda Francese and on p. 53 with the title
Zarabanda Francese variata. The version on p.51 is entirely in lute style and may originally have
been a lute piece; that on p.53 is in mixed style. Another version of the same sarabande, in Italian
tablature with alfabeto, is on f.2r of the manuscript F-PnRés.Vmc.5. This comprises six loose
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folios which may originally have formed part of a larger manuscript; it is dated circa 1680. A
contrepartie to this sarabande included in F-PnRés.F.844 p.188 is discussed below.
The Sarabande in G minor on p.97 is the same, apart from minor variations, as the Sarabande
in B-LcMs.245, p.106 where it is attributed to F. Corbetta. Here it is unattributed but has the title
Sarabande du Juif. For some reason, the page has been crossed through. It is not clear why it
should be referred to as “du Juif”; it is conceivable that Corbetta was of Jewish, possibly Spanish
Converso, origin but there is no evidence to confirm that he was. The manuscript does include a
group of pieces in the scordatura known as “Ton du Juif” – aa – c#’ c# -f# f# - b b – e’, a common
configuration used by Corbetta in his 1648 book. These include two pieces with the title
Sarabande du Juif on p. 107 and p. 108 both of which have lyrics underlaid to the tablature.
However, none of these pieces can be attributed to him.

F-Pn Ms.

Example 1
p.97- Sarabande du Juif

Vm7675

The manuscript includes one other piece attributed to Francisque – the Canaries de Francisque
on p. 102. This is a simple unpretentious dance in triple time which could be by anyone. It does
take advantage of the guitar’s re-entrant tuning to distribute the melodic line between the upper
and lower course. There are numerous signs for ornaments but no key as to how these should
be interpreted.
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F-Pn Ms.

Vm7675

Example 2
p.102- Canaries de Francisque
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F-Pn Ms. Rés.F.844 [RISM B/VII p.274]
The manuscript F-Pn Ms. Rés.F.844 rivals the Gallot manuscript in size and variety of
content. It comprises 182 folios with pages numbered 1-366. The title Recueil d’airs de guitare
appears on the spine and an incomplete list of contents occupies p. 346-364. It contains 540
pieces for five-course guitar in French tablature, including works attributed to Robert de Visée,
Angelo Michele Bartolotti and Henri Grénerin as well as Corbetta; arrangements of extracts from
French operas and operas-comiques by Jean-Baptiste Lully, François Collin de Blamont, JeanJoseph Mouret, François Rebel, François Francoeur and André Campra; keyboard pieces by
François Couperin, Jean-Philippe Rameau, Louis Antoine Dornel and Jacques Champion de
Chambonnières; extracts from violin sonatas by Jean-Baptiste Sénaillé and Jean-Marie Leclair;
and miscellaneous contredanses, vaudevilles and Christmas pieces. It is attractively copied using
different coloured inks but there are numerous inaccuracies in the tablature. It dates no earlier
than 1732s – it includes an arrangement of the ballet "Le triomphe des sens" by Mouret (1732) but may well be later. There are two pieces attributed to Francisque – presumably Corbetta, an
Allemande de Francisque on p. 144 and Menuet de Francisque on p. 291. In addition, the
Contreparte on p. 188 complements the sarabande on p.44 of Corbetta’s 1648 book. The
allemande is a competant piece of work although not particularly interesting. Pinnell has claimed
in his list of concordances that it is concordant with the Allemande in G minor on p. 63 of La
guitarre royale (1671) but apart from both being in G minor there is no resemblance between
the two pieces. The menuet is repetitive but passable as these things go. Either of them could
be by Corbetta but have nothing distinctive about them. The contreparte is preceded on p. 186187 by a villanelle attributed to de Visée but clearly does not belong to it. It fits quite well with
Corbetta’s sarabande although there are a few interesting clashed; in particular between the C
major and E minor chords in the bar following the cadence at mid point. However, as already
noted, the original sarabande may not be by Corbetta and this contreparte may have been
intended to fit with a different version.
Example 3
F-Pn Ms. Rés.F.844 -Allemande de francisque p.144
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Example 4
F-Pn Ms. Rés.F.844 -Menuet de francisque p.291
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Example 5
F-Pn Ms. Rés.F.844 Contrepartie p. 188
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One further piece is of some interest. The first four bars of the Gigue de Visé on p. 85 are same
as the opening phrase of the sarabande on p.61 of La guitarre royale (1671). A longer version of
the piece is also found on p. 19 of CS:Pn Ms.XLb211 with the title Rondeau in which the first
eight bars form the da capo. Whether it is by Corbetta is a moot point.
US-CAhMsMus.139 [RISM B/VII p.79]
Cromwell/Mathewes Gittar Book
US:Cah.Ms.Mus.139, known as the “Cromwell/Mathewes Gittar Book”, belonged to Lady
Elizabeth Cromwell (b. after 1672), the daughter and heiress of Vere Essex, fourth Earl of
Ardglass, a descendant of Henry VIII's minister, Thomas Cromwell and distant relative of Oliver
Cromwell. Known as ‘Lady Betty’ she married politician and government official Edward Southwell
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in October 1703 and she died in 1709. The manuscript is a small oblong volume in its original
binding comprising 38 folios. Elizabeth Cromwell has written her name in the manuscript several
times; on f.2 she has also written the date “May ye 29 84” and on f.37v, the date 1685. On f.2
she has written a note “E. Cromwell her Gittar Booke Lent to Mercia Fitzherbert”. Mercia
presumably kept the book for some time as she has also written her name several times on f.3738. At some point, the manuscript was also in the possession of a Mrs. Mary Matthewes who
has written her name with the words “her booke” on f.34v and “her gittar booke” with the date
“March ye 10 168?” on f.38 (the last figure of the date is illegible).
The music is in French tablature throughout. Elizabeth must have started to compile the
manuscript when she was no more than twelve years old and was probably beginning to learn
the guitar. Most of the pieces have been copied in the untidy and unformed hand of a young
person and in the earlier part of the manuscript they are graded according to difficulty, taking
advantage of the guitar’s re-entrant tuning to arrange the melodies so that they are played
almost entirely on open strings and introducing only the most basic chords. The manuscript
currently appears to be in a poor condition and many of the pieces are barely legible.
On f.11v-12r Elizabeth has copied the sarabande from the G minor suite from La Guitarre royale
(1671), p.56; this follows the original closely but omits the last nine bars. In addition, there are
untitled sets of variations on the chaconne and folia which incorporate variations from sets by or
attributed to Corbetta. The chaconne variations fall into two groups. The first group, f.12v-14r
comprises sixteen variations, each four bars long, legibly copied with one variation per tablature
stave. Two variations are from the Chaconna in Corbetta’s 1648 book and, rather more
surprisingly, one from a chaconne in Carré’s 1671 book; six more are concordant with variations
in the chaconne included in the two manuscripts copied by Castillian - B-LcMs.245 and
B:Bc.Ms.S5615.1 The second group, f.14v-15r comprises six variations which seem to have been
copied at a different time, possibly by a different hand. The first two are unbarred repicco
variations; the following variations are barred but the note values are unclear. To date none of
these have been traced to sources connected with Corbetta.2
The folia variations on f23v-24v incorporate some material from the second variation of the
folia in Corbetta’s 1643 and 1648 books (p. 68-69 and p. 75-78 respectively). The opening four
bars are more or less the same as b.25-28; the last three bars on f.23v as far as the second bar
on the second stave of f.24r are the same as b. 17-27. This particular variation seems to have
been very popular. It crops up in other folia setting from time to time.

1

Some of the variations from Castillian’s version also form part of the Chaconne in found in GB-Ob
Ms.Mus.Sch.C94 f18v-19v & 21v. See section on Gallot.
2

Only a very poor photocopy was available for examination.
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Cromwell
f.12v
Variation I
Variation II
Variation III
Variation IV
f.13r
Variation V
Variation VI
Variation VII
Variation VIII
f.13v
Variation IX
Variation X
Variation XI
Variation XII
f.14r
Variation XIII
Variation XIV
Variation XV
Variation XVI

US:Cah.Ms.Mus.139Chaconne f.12v-14r
1648
Liège p.96/97
p. 28-31
Brussels p.106-107
b.1-4
b.5-8
b.9-12
b.13-16
b.17-20
b.21-24
b.25-28
b.29-32
b.33-36
b.37-40
b.41-44
b.45-48

Carré
p.2

b.1-4
Variation II b.5-8
b.9-13
Variation IV b.13-16
Variation V b.17-20
Variation VII b.25-28
Variation VIII b.29-32
b.23-32

Variation III b.9-12

b.49-52
b.53-56
b.57-60
b.61-64

NL-DhnmiKluisD.1 .132 (Formerly NL:DHgm Ms.4 E.73) –
Princess Ann’s Lute Book [RISM B/VII p.83-84]
NL:DHnmi Kluis D.1.132, known as “Princess An’s Lute Book” belonged to Princess Anne,
the younger daughter of James II, who succeeded to the English throne as Queen Anne in 1702.
On the flyleaf of the manuscript there is a note
This curious M.S. was Princes An’s lute Book & presented to Wm Shield by his friend James Smith.

William Shield (1748-1829) was Master of the King’s Music from 1817-29 and a prolific composer.
He reproduced three pages from the manuscript in his “Rudiments of Thoroughbass” (London,
1815) and he states in a note at the bottom of the page
The above 3 Airs were engraved from Princess (afterwards Queen) Anne’s lute book, which was
given to me by an aimiable brother Professor who values the new flights of Beethoven more than
all the old curiosities in the kingdom.

In the past it was wrongly believed to have belonged Princess Anne, the eldest daughter of King
George II, who married William IV of Orange in 1734 and spent the rest of her life in the
Netherlands. Shield possessed a substantial collection of music, books and musical instruments
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which was auctioned after his death. The manuscript seems to have disappeared from view until
1919 when it was sold by the antiquarian bookseller, O. Haas of London to the Dutch banker,
book collector and music writer Daniël François Scheurleer (1855-1927) who presumably thought
that it had belonged to the later Princess Anne. A few years after his death his library and
collections of musical instruments and iconography were acquired by the city of The Hague and
accommodated in the Gemeente Museum. This was subsequently transferred to the Nederlands
Muziek Instituut Foundation in The Hague which was created in 1999. The music in the
manuscript is unquestionably for the 5-course guitar but because the music is in tablature, Shield
seems to have been unaware that it was for guitar rather than lute and the misnomer “Princess
An’s Lute Book” has persisted ever since.
The manuscript comprises 143 unnumbered folios with two preliminary folios and one end
folio. There is no title page, preliminary material or list of contents. It includes 124 short pieces
in French tablature grouped by key with sections in D minor, D major, C major, G minor, G major,
A minor and a single piece in F major copied carefully and accurately throughout in the same
hand. At the end of each section there are several blank leaves, presumably to allow for the
addition of further pieces. Folios 123-143 at the end are also unused which suggests that the
copying was never completed. Originally the folios were unnumbered and a running number was
added in pencil omitting the blank leaves. The note refering to the volume as “Princes An’s lute
Book” appears on the foreleaf written in eighteenth-century ink, presumably by Shield. The
manuscript is in its original dark brown leather binding with gold tooling on the cover and spine,
gilt edging and marbled end papers. The only other indication of ownership is the name “PRINCES
AN” embossed within a gold border on the front and back covers. The manuscript can be dated
fairly precisely to between 1693-1702 as it includes arrangements of pieces from Purcell’s theatre
music dating from the 1690s, the latest item being from “The Old Bachelor” (Z.607) which was
performed in 1693 and it must have been bound up before Anne succeeded to the throne in 1702
although it is possible that some pieces were copied into it after it was bound.
It includes one piece – the Minuet in A minor of f.106r (p.135) - which is the same as the minuet
attributed to Corbetta by Castillian in B-Lc.Ms.245 p.36, B:Bc.Ms.S5615 p.84 and B-Br
Ms.II.5551.D p.74. Pinnell has mistakenly claimed that this is the same as the Sarabande on p.
30 of La guitarre royale (1671) but the two pieces are not the same. Pinnell also claims that the
following pieces are concordant although none of them are even similar p.4
p.20
p.56
p.56

Minuet
Rondau
Gigue
Gigue

D minor
D minor
D major
D major

1674, p.31
1671, p.27
1671, p.69
1671, p. 74

Sarabande
Sarabande
Sarabande
Minuet

Not same
1st 3 bars similar
1st 2 bars only
In C major - Not same

Corbetta was of course Princess Anne’s guitar tutor and she may well have owned copies of both
of his last two books. There would have been no need to copy pieces from them into the
manuscript.
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Ms. Collection Privée Anonyme
In 1999 another manuscript clearly of English provenance was sold by Sotheby’s to a
private buyer. This was dated by Sotheby’s to the last decade of the 17th century on the basis of
the repertoire which it contains, but what no-one realized at the time was that most of it had
been copied by the same copyist as “Princess An’s Lute Book” and that many of the same pieces
are included in both manuscripts.
Whereas the Hague manuscript is carefully copied, Ms. Collection Privée Anonyme appears to
be a working manuscript; although it is very legible, there are numerous crossings out and
corrections. It consists of forty-four unnumbered folios; on f.1-3 there are two songs from
Purcell’s “Dioclesian” in staff notation with the words only of the second verse of a third song
and two other songs of the period “How happy the lover who after long years of wishing and
doubting” and “Hail gentle love and soft desire” also in staff notation. The main section runs
from f.3v – f.40 and comprises 50 pieces for guitar in French tablature. At some stage in its
history six more pieces in tablature have been copied in a different hand starting at the opposite
end with the book upside down and running from f.44v-f.41. As it includes most of the same
Purcell arrangements as the Hague manuscript including the song from “The Old Bachelor”
copying cannot have commenced much before 1693. It may not have been bound up until rather
later as it is currently inserted into a 16th century vellum binding.
It includes two pieces from Corbetta’s La Guitarre royale (1671), an abbreviated version of
the prelude to the A minor suite (p.28) on f.11v and the courante from the F major suite (p.23)
on f.44 at the end of the book copied by a different hand probably at a later date.
GB-Ob Ms. Mus. Sch.F. 572 (RISM BVII, p. 255)3
This is a commonplace book of songs, instrumental music, including music for lyra viol, and
Restoration verse; it includes eleven pieces in French tablature for guitar, several of them
connected with English court circles of the late seventeenth century. The manuscript is in two
sections; the first part is ruled with five five-line staves to a page; approximately half way through
this changes to four 6-lines staves. The first section includes two gigues which are also in NLDhnmiKluisD.1 .132 - Princess Anne’s Lute Book; an arrangement of one of the songs by Nicolas
Staggins from Calisto; and an arrangement of a popular song which is also included in USCAhMsMus.139 – Elizabeth Cromwell’s book. There is no reason to suppose that the
arrangement of the Staggins air is by Corbetta. The second section does however include the
rondeau attributed to Corbetta in B-Lc.Ms.245, p.24. In Castillian’s version the chord at the
beginning of the second bar is one of Corbetta’s unusual dissonant chords – played with a barré
across all five course with no stopped notes. The fifth bar has also been omitted – presumably
in error.

3

I am indebted to Chris Page fro drawing my attention to this manuscript and making a copy of it available to me.
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GB-Ob Ms. Mus. Sch.F. 572
First Section – five 5-line staves to a page
Page
Title
Key
Time
signature
6
Jige
A minor
3
NL-DhnmiKluisD.1 .132/f.104v Gigue
58
Untitled
D minor
3
59
Augusto
A minor
3
An arrangement of “Augusta is
inclin’d to fears” from Nicholas
Staggins music for Calisto
60
Untitled
A minor
3
61
Kings Inne
A minor
3
NL-DhnmiKluisD.1 .133/f.105v Gigue
62
Untitled
?
?
66
Untitled
D minor
[3]
66
Untitled
D minor
[C]
67
Untitled
D major
3
US-CAhMsMus.139 f.34-33v
Sawney was tall
and of noble race
Second Section – four 6-line staves to a page
102 Untitled
C major
[C]
103 Untitled
C major
[3]
B-Lc Ms.245 p.24
Rondeau/Corbetta
151 [Folia]
Manuscript turned
upside down

Example 6
GB-Ob Ms. Mus. Sch.F. 572 p.103 – [Rondeau]
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CZ:Pn Ms.XLb209 and CZ:Pn Ms.XLb211 (RISM BVII, p. 289-90)
These two substantial manuscripts are really unrelated although they share a common
background and are often considered together. They belonged originally to the noble Czech
Lobkowitz family. They were appropriated, first by the Nazis during World War 2, and then by
the postwar Communist government, during which period they were deposited in the National
Museum in Prague. In 1993, after the fall of the Communist régime, they were returned to the
Lobkowitz family and currently are difficult to obtain copies of.
Both are in French tablature and usually dated to the early eighteenth century. Unfortunately,
the copies which I have of each manuscript are possibly incomplete and not always very legible.
The pages have been numbered in different ways at different times and in each manuscript there
are numerous blank folios which have not been taken into account. Page numbers given here can
therefore only be approximate.
CS:Pn Ms.XLb209
According to RISM this comprises 74 folios, the equivalent of 148 pages, of which 49
(f.13v, 14r, 18v, 19r-22r, 36v – 40r, 44r/v-48r, 50r-55r, 59v-61r, 63v-67r) are blank. It is the work
of four different copyists. It includes twelve pieces attributed to the Czech lutenist and composer
Johann Anton Losy (or Logy) Count von Losinthal (1650-1721) and one piece attributed to
Corbetta – the Allemande Amoureuse de mons. Corbette faite à Naple on p.50 (or p.51 according
to Pinnell). There are no references to Corbetta visitng Naples but it is quite possible that he did
so – perhaps on his way to Spain. The piece is in D minor and is a reasoably competant piece of
work although not without its longeurs. There is at least one probably copying error. In b.31 the
note on the fourth course on the third beat of the bar should surely be F rather than D to make
sense of the harmony.
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Example 7
CS:Pn Ms.XLb209 p. 50 – Allemande Amoureuse de Mons. Corbette faite a Naple
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CZ:Pn Ms.XLb211
According to RISM this comprises 146 folios, the equivalent of 292 pages, more than half
of which are blank (f.5r, 10v, 13-14r, 16v, 17r, 20r-26r, 32v-39r, 41v-43r, 45r-63r, 65v-67r, 68v142r, 144r-146). It includes two pieces attributed to Corbetta, a courante on p. 15 attributed to
Corbita ; and the Gigue Cheval[ier] de Gost de Engleterre on p. 14 attributed to F. Corbette. The
Chevalier de Gost may be a reference to the Duke of Gloucester, the younger brother of Charles
II who died in 1660. Both pieces are in C major and may have originally belonged to a suite in this
key.
Example 8
CZ:Pn Ms.XLb211 p. 14 – Gigue Chevalier de Gost d’Engleterre - F. Corbette
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Example 9
CZ:Pn Ms.XLb211 p. 15 – Courante Corbite
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Pinnell has identified four pieces in CZ:Pn Ms.XLb209 and three in CZ:Pn Ms.XLb211 as set out in
the following table.
CZ:Pn Ms.XLb209-Pinnell’s Concordances
Pinnell
p.3
p.40
p.53
p.57

Title
Sarabande
Minuet
Sarabande
Minuet (2)

Concordance

Key

1674 p,31
1674 p.58
1648 p.70
1674 p. 58

D minor
D minor
D minor
D minor

My
Copy
p.54
p.52
p.52
p.56

Comments
First 3 bars only. Cf. XL.b.211 p.61
The same
The same.
First part only

CZ:Pn Ms.XLb211-Pinnell’s Concordances
p.3
p.16
p.55

Sarabande
Fanfare Corbette
Sarabande

1648 p.70
1674 p. 4
1674 p.31

D minor
C major
D minor

September 2017
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p.6
p.61

Not in my copy
Same
First 3 bars only only cf. XL.b.209
p.54

Part 2
Sources in Italian/Mixed Tablature
E-MnMús.811 - Libro de diferentes cifras [RISM B/VII p. 201-202]
Corbetta’s music was well known in Spain and possibly the rest of the Iberian peninsula.
He himself visited Madrid probably beween 1643 and 1648 and it is conceivable although
unproven that he published a book there during that time. The manuscript E-MnMús.811 is
clearly of Spanish provenance copied in the first decade of the eighteenth century.1 The
attractively coloured and ornamented title page reads
Libro de diferentes ci
fras
de guitara [sic] escojidas de los
mejores autores.
Año de 1705
It comprises 154 consecutively numbered pages of music in Italian tablature with a partial list of
the contents on p.155-8. The music falls into three separate sections. The main section, the
contents of which are listed in the index, occupies p. 1-93 and comprises thirty-six pieces in mixed
style. The pieces are quite varied and include sets of variations, some of which can be attributed
to Sanz or Murcia, as well as standard movements from the suite. This is followed by eighteen
short strummed versions of the Spanish dance themes in alfabeto on which variations may be
based (p. 95-103) and fifty-four short mainly French pieces in Italian tablature mostly without
alfabeto (p.104-154). The manuscript is in a fragile state and is not easy to decipher. Note values
are often misplaced or lacking altogether, time signatures are sometimes ambiguous and barring
haphazard.
Corbetta is the only one of the mejores autores actually named in the manuscript. A single piece
– the Almanda del Corbeta in E minor on p.42 - is attributed to him. This is more or less the same
as the Alemanda quarta found in Pellegrini’s Armoniosi Concerti (1650) on p.49 and, as already
noted, in I-MOe Ms.F1528 on f.10v. It is also included on f.92r of P-Cug M.M.97 with the title
Outra Alemanda (See below). The Corrente por la re in D major on p. 77 is also found on p. 22 in
Pellegrini’s book with the title Corrente detta La Grimalda and untitled in I-MOe Ms.F1528 on f.
35. In Libro de diferentes cifras the piece is followed by a diferencia or double not present in the
other sources. It is a moot point whether the two pieces are by Corbetta or by Pellegrini or indeed
whether they are originally by either of them. Libro de diferentes cifras does include one piece
from Corbetta’s 1643 book; the Alemana in D major on p.33 is more or less the same as the
Almanda on p.44 which seems to have been rather popular.

1

A tablature edition of the manuscript edited by Francesco Valdivia was published by the Sociedad de la Vihuela in
2008.
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Throughout the main section the pieces are grouped roughly by key. The Almanda del Corbeta
is followed by three more pieces in E minor, Correnta Ariosa on p. 43, Jiga on p.44 and Zarabanda
on p..46. The zarabanda is included both in Sanz’s Instruccion de musica (1674-5) p.12 and
Carré’s Livre de guitarre (1671) p.14. It is unlikely that Sanz copied it from Carré and Carré is
notorious for having plagiarised Corbetta’s music in both his books. It is therefore possible that
the piece is originally by Corbetta and that Sanz copied from an alternative source. One may
speculate whether the Jiga and Correnta are also by Corbetta.
The Alemana in D major on p.33 is followed by a Zarabanda franzesa por la C in the same key.
Another version of this is found in the Santiago de Murcia’s Cifras selectas (1722). Murcia has
included ten pieces which can be attrributed to Corbetta in Passacalles y obras, one from his
1648 book, five from La guitarre royale (1671) and four pieces attributed to Corbetta in other
manuscripts. There is a sporting chance that this zarabanda is also by Corbetta.
E-MnMús.811 – Possible Corbetta Concordances
p.33

Alemana

D major

p.35
p.42

Zarabanda franzesa por la C
Almanda del Corbeta

D major
E minor

p.43
p.44
p.46

Correnta Ariosa
Jiga
Zarabanda

E minor
E minor
E minor

p.77

Corrente por la re

D major

Alma.del 5to un suon piu 1643 p.44
Alto
Zarabanda
Cifras selectas f.36v
Pellegrini p.49
Alemanda Quarta
P-Cug M.M.97 f.92r
Outra Alemanda
I-MOe Ms.F1528 f.10v
Alemanda
¿
¿
Zarabanda francesa
Sanz, p.12
Sarabande
Carré, p.14
Corrente detta La
cf. Pellegrini p.22
Grimalda
Untitled
I-MOe Ms.F1528 f.35r

According to Pinnell the sarabande in D minor on p.65 of Corbetta’s first book De gli Scherzi
armonici is on f. 128 of Libro de diferentes cifras; however, there is no sarabande in D minor on
p.128 or elswhere in the manuscript.
P-Cug M.M.97
This substantial manuscript is clearly of Portuguese origin. It includes music by named
Portuguese guitarists in forms particularly associated with Portugal as well as pieces by Italian
and French guitarists. It comprises 136 folios bound up with a copy of Giovanni Pittoni’s
Intavolatura di tiorba printed by Giacomo Monti in Bologna in 1669.2 It is undated but probably

2

I am indebted to Budasz, Rodrigo – “The five-course guitar (viola) in Portugal and Brazil in the late seventeenth
century and early eighteenth century”. Ph.D. University of Southern California (2001) for many of bibliographical
details and concordances.
.
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dates from the late seventeenth to early eighteenth century. The title preceding the first piece
on f.1r reads
Cifras de Viola
Por varios Autores
Recolhidas
Pelo Ldo Joseph Carneyro Tavares Lamacense
In Portuguese, the 5-course guitar is usually referred to as a “viola” which reflects its relationship
with the earlier vihuela. The manuscript includes some 260 pieces for the guitar arranged in three
sections. The first section, f.1r-f.80r, comprises pieces based on the standard popular
Spanish/Portuguese dance themes including the rojao (the Portuguese equivalent of the
passacalles), xacara, zarambeque and cumbees, arranged by mode or key; f.80v-90v are blank.
The second section, f.91r-99r, preceded by the title Peças de Viola Italianas e Francesas,
comprises mainly the standard movements of the suite, the allemande, corrente, sarabande and
gigue and other dances. The third section, f.99v-103v, with the heading Varios temples de viola,
is a group of pieces in different scordature. On f.103v there is a tuning chart for the guitar - Como
se tempira a guitarra - and a table of alfabeto chords - A-V preceded by + and ending with &.
The tuning chart compares fifths and octaves rather than following the standard Italian pattern
in unisons. There is also a table correlating chords on the guitar with those on the machinho – a
smaller guitar. These are followed by sections of pieces for the bandurria - Cifras de Bandurra de
cinquo, f.104r-107v and the rebeca or violin - Cifras de Rebeca de quatro Italianas e Francesas,
f.109r – 115v. F.108 r-v is blank.
All the music is in Italian tablature without alfabeto – the standard chords are notated in
tablature. Much of the music is copied without time signatures, note values or bar lines which
makes it difficult to read and transcribe.
The first section includes one piece from Corbetta’s 1643 book. The first part of the Rojão
Italiano on f. 36v-37r is the same as the first 30 bars of the Passacaglia Sop X (B minor) on p.32.
A minor point of interest is the implied ascending appoggiatura in b. 14 of the original which is
written as a straightforward chord as in I-MOe Mus.E.323.
Example 10
Passacaglia – 1643 p.32/ P-Cug M.M.97 f.36v b.14
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The second section includes two almandas from Varii capricii (1643).
f.91v Alemanda
f.92r Alemanda

D major
G minor

1643 p. 44
1643 p. 47

Alm.del 5to un suon piu Alto
Alm.del 2o tuono

In addition, it includes four pieces found in Pellegrini’s Armoniosi concerti (1650) including the
alemanda which is attributed to Corbetta in Libro de difrentes cifras.
f.92r

Alemanda

E minor

Pellegrini p.50

f.92r

Outra Alemanda

E minor

Pellegrini p.49
Libro p.42

f.97r

f.97r

Corrente del
Cavagliero MasCarelli Part 1
Corrente del
Cavagliero MasCarelli Part 2

Corrente detta la Savellina
b1-16 only
Alemanda quarta
Almanda del Corbeta

I-MOe Ms.F1528
f.10v

Untitled

D minor

Pellegrini p. 39

Alemanda seconda

D minor

Pellegrini p. 40

Corrente nona

The presence of pieces by Pellegrini raises some questions. He was a member of the
Accademia dei Filomusi and a performer in the Concerto Palatino in Bologna. His Armoniosi
concerti was printed there by Giacomo Monti who had earlier printed Corbetta’s 1639 book. He
is not known to have visited Spain but he is one of the composers mentioned by Sanz, in the
introduction to Instruccion de musica.3 Sanz had presumably seen his work during his visit to
Italy. Pellegrini’s pieces are conservative in style and he may have been a lutenist rather than a
guitarist. One can only speculate about how original his work is. Corbetta almost certainly had
a book which is now missing printed between 1643 and 1648 and it is possible that Pellegrini
borrowed the pieces from it.
This section also includes one piece attributed to Corbetta which is not found in any of the
printed sources. This is the Bayletto del Corbetto on f.93r. Because of the way it is notated, it
3

Sanz – Instruccion de musica f. 6r.
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raises a number of problems. There are no note values, no bar lines and no time signature and it
is not really clear what key it is in. Pinnell was aware of the piece and has made an attempt to
transcribe it in A minor.4 Unfortunately his barring and note values make little sense and his
method of transcription does not reproduce the counterpoint in a meaningful way; in a couple
of places it is simply wrong. Budasz has made a more convincing transcription of the piece in A
major including a parallel transcription of the tablature5 but this involves changing the first two
five-part chords from C major/E minor to E major/A major and the E minor chords in bars 2, 7
and 10 to E major. The following transcription is an attempt to highlight and explain the
problems.
The first 5-part chord in the anacrusis or pick-up bar is the C major chord represented by H3 in
alfabeto; it could be an E minor chord represented by M+3, an error on the part of the copyist
when interpreting the alfabeto chords in his source. The first chord in bars 1, 2, 7 and 10 is
however clearly an E minor chord, and the copyist is less likely to have been confused by the
symbol + which represents it; it is questionable whether altering it to an E major chord,
represented by the letter F, is justifiable. The melodic line makes better sense if a D sharp is
played on the fourth course on the third beat but it is awkward to play. Which ever way the piece
is transcribe it does not sound very like Corbetta.6
Example 11
Bayletto del Corbetta - P-Cug M.M.97 f.93r

4

Pinnell – Printed version, Vol. 2 p.374.
Budasz p. 344.
6
Budasz claims that the piece is concordant with the Canzion franzesa in Diego Fernadez de Huete – Compendio
numeroso de zifras armonicas... para harpa de una orden, de dos ordenes, y de organo. Madrid : Imprenta de Musica,
1702, p.36. However, there is no resemblance between the two pieces. The Canzion is clearly in D minor.The opening
phrase consists simply of the progression i – V; the descending dotted crotchet/quaver figure which follows is similar
to that in bars 2-3 of the Bayletto, but occurs on different degrees of the scale as the music modulates to F major.
5
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Opening bar

P-Lcg Serviço de Música (No shelf mark)
This is another very substantial manuscript of Portuguese provenance with similar
contents.7 It is undated but like the Coimbra manuscript probably dates from the end of the
seventeenth or beginning of the eighteenth century. It is made up of four separate sections:
twelve unnumbered folios of music for viola or five-course guitar, bandurra and cravo
(harpsichord) in cifras ariméticas followed by folios numbered 1r to 44r of music for five-course
guitar in Italian tablature without alfabeto; folios 44v-48v are blank; folios 49r-79r contain music
for bandurra in Italian tableture; folios 79v to 82v are blank and the final section of the book,
folios 83r-97r is a treatise on notating music for the viola and bandurra in cifras ariméticas. Cifras
ariméticas are an unusual, possibly unique, way of notating the music in which each degree of
the scale is identified by a number from 1-12; the treatise also includes instructions on how to
compose Latin verse and accompany it on the guitar.

7

I am indepted to Budasz op. cit. for bibliographical details.
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It includes one piece from La guitarre royale (1671); the Franceza 7o tom on f.26r of the
manuscript is a garbled version of the Chacone in D major on p.69.
Example 12
Franceza 7º Tom - P-Lcg Serviço de Música (No shelf mark) f.26r

It is in Italian tablature rather than the French tablature of the original. It illustrates a few
interesting features of the notation used throughout the manuscript. What looks rather like a
bass clef at the beginning of each stave may be intended as a time signature although this is far
from obvious; it occurs in the same way in many of the other pieces. The anacrusis is ignored,
most of the piece is unbarred and there are very few note values. The copyist has obligingly put
in the zeros in many of the strummed chords but these are not added in a way that makes sense;
there is nothing to indicate that the chords are to be strummed. In several places, a large single
figure across several courses is used when these are to be stopped at the same fret as in the
Modena manuscripts. In the opening phrase here, the large 2 indicates that the second, third and
fourth courses should be stopped at the second fret; in the second chord after the double bar on
the second tablature stave the first and second courses are to be stopped at the second fret.
The piece is preceded on the previous folio by a short piece with the title Pessa Franceza. This
could be a reference to Corbetta who is often referred to by his first name and the fact that the
Chacone is also referred to Franceza may bear this out. On the other hand, it may simply refer to
the fact that both pieces are of French origin – in Portuguese - francês. The two pieces are
followed by five movements from De Visée’s Livre de pieces pour la guittarre (1686).
f.25v Pessa franceza
f.26r Franceza 7o tom
f.26r Outre do mesmo tom
chamado Minuete
f.27r Estrangeira 8 Tom

G major
D major
D major

Corbetta?
1671 p.69
Visée 1686 p.16

Chacone
Menuet

G major

Visée 1686 p.27

Bourée
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f.28r Burê
f.28v Gavotte 1 tom
f.28v Sarabande 3o tom

D minor
D minor
E minor

Visée 1686 p.12
Visée 1686 p.11
Visée 1686 p.40

Bourée
Gavotte
Sarabande

The piece is irregularly barred but seems to be in some sort of triple time, possibly 6/8. The
only note value visible in the available photocopy is the white quaver at the beginning of the last
phrase. It consists mainly of a single melodic line with just three chords. It is liberally supplied
with a sign indicating some sort of ornament – a sharp or hash symbol – but it is not clear what
ornament is intended. It does not sound particluarly like anything Corbetta may have composed.
The piece is elaborately ornamented; in the transcription the asterisk represents the ornaments.
Example 13
Pessa Franceza 7º Tom - P-Lcg Serviço de Música (No shelf mark) f.25v
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MEX:MnMs.1560 [RISM B/VII p.208]
Mexico was of course part of the Spanish Empire in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. People, including musicians, were able to travel between different areas under
Spanish rule and trade was carried out on a global scale. MEX:MnMs.1560 is now in the
Biblioteca Nacional in Mexico City; at present it is anybody’s guess how and when it arrived there.
It is possible that it was compiled in Mexico; however, it is just as likely that it was compiled in
Spain and taken to the New World later as seems to have been the case with the three surviving
manuscripts of Murcia’s music. There is nothing distinctively Mexican or Latin American about
the contents.
It is a complex document.8 It is undated, it has no title page and the pages are unnumbered.
The Laberinto from Sanz’ Instruccion de musica has been copied on to what is apparently the
recto of the first folio inside the cover;9 this is followed by four blank folios. Guitar music in Italian
tablature with alfabeto occupies f. 1r-42r. With the manuscript turned upside down, f.42v and
43r consist of a staff notation version of the piece Enamorado on f.26r. Folios 43v – 62r are blank.
With the manuscript turned upside down and working backwards from the end, f.98v-63r contain
music in staff notation for violin in staff notation.
The first first tranche of pieces for guitar comprises mainly French dance tunes popular during
the first quarter of the eighteenth century with a number of minuets. More sophisticated
arrangements of thirteen of these pieces are found in Murcia’s Resumen de acompañar.10 The
examples illustrating the eight tonos or modes and their transpositions from the same source
have been copied on f.24v-25r.11 There is at least one arrangement of a piece by Lully – the Higue
Canarie on f. 15v is from his ballet “Le Temple de la paix” (1685). The second part of this section,
folios 26v-38v comprises arrangements for guitar of twenty-two movements from Corelli’s violin
sonatas op.5 printed in 1700, a sonata for violin by Samuel Trent and a Giga by a M. de Ricardo.
Nothing is known of Samuel Trent but he may have been English or North American. More
8 Only a photocpy was available for this study. This does not include the blank pages and it is not
immediately obvious which pages are upside down. It should be noted that the entry in RISM B/VII
confuses the contents of this manuscript with that of the manuscript of music by Murcia - Codice Saldívar
no. 4 - for which a separate entry is not included. The most helpful study to date is Arriaga, Gerardo – Un
manuscrito mexicano de música barroca in Revista de Musicología Vol. 5 no. 1 (1982) p. 111-126. The
manuscript is also described in some detail in my dissertation - Hall, Monica - The guitar anthologies of
Santiago de Murcia. Dissertation for the degree of Ph. D in Arts/Music, The Open University, 1983. Vol. 1
p. 97-141 and Pennington, Neil D – The Spanish baroque guitar with a transcription of De Murcia’s
Passacalles y obras. 2 vols. Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1981 p. 103-111 includes useful information
about the composition and contents of the manuscript.
9
Laberinto en la guitarra que enseña un son por 12 partes – Instrucción de musica (1674) p.1
10
One piece occurs twice. In addition, two pieces have the same titles as pieces in Resumen but are not
the same. These are Minuet, el excelente (f.12r) and La cadena (f.13v). For a list of concordances see my
dissertation p.103-4.
11 Demonstraçion para conocer todos los tonos, assi las ocho naturales como otros accidentales segun el
ultimo golpe en que feneze el baso – Resumen de acompañar (1714) p.9.
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accurate and effective arrangements of two of the Corelli items are found in Murcia’s Passacalles
y obras (1732) and Murcia’s manuscript also includes other Corelli arrangements.
The violin section includes staff notation versions of many of the same French dance pieces,
amongst them five of those found in Resumen, and movements from Corelli’s op. 5 violin sonatas
and from his Concerti grossi op.6 printed in 1714. The manuscript must have been copied after
1714. Arriaga dates it ca. 1740 but there seems to be no obvious reason for suggesting such a
late date.
At least two, possibly more, copiest have had a hand in copying the music. As is often the case
with manuscript sources, note values and bar lines are erratic and unhelpful. The manuscript is
in a fragile state and there is a problem with legibility. There is one piece apparently by Corbetta
which is unique to this source. This is the Rondaut de Coruet on f.2. It is not a particularly exciting
piece and may even be his arrangement of an extract from a ballet or opera of the period.
Example 14
MEX:MnMs.1560 f.2r-2v – Rondaut de Coruet
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The manuscript includes one piece from La guitarre royale (1671) – the Rondaus on f.9v is the
same as the sarabande in G major on p.36. Pinnell claims that the following six pieces are
concordant with pieces from La guitarre royale; however as far as one can tell, the only thing
that they have in common is that they are in the same key. He has not given the folio numbers
so that matching the pieces up is a problem in the first place.
Pinnell’s Concordances
f.2v
f.7v
f.8r
f.19r
f.18r
f.20v

Allemande
Sarabanda despacio
Giga alegre
La faborita sarabanda largo
Minuet
Minuet de las fugas

D minor
E minor
E minor
G minor
C major
D major

1671, p.25
1671, p.15
1671, p. 15
1671, p.65
1671, p.74
1671, p.34

However that is not the end of the story. Rather surprisingly, the Alemanda on f.2v-3r and the
Coranta that follows it on f. 3r-3v are the same as the Allemande francisco on f.82r of the Gallot
manuscript - GB-Ob Ms.Mus.Sch.C94. In Gallot’s version each half is followed by an elaborate
double. In MEX:MnMs.1560 the two main section of the alemanda follow one after the other.
In the Mexican version two bars immediately preceding the mid cadence are different and there
is a different and longer ending to the second section. In spite of the title, the coranta is clearly
in common time. The first half is the same as the double to the first half in Gallot but the second
half is quite different and indeed rather uninspiring.
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Example 15
MEX:MnMs.1560 f.2v-3r – Alemanda/f.3r-3v – Coranta
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309

Alemanda

310

311

Coranta
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Only two of the movements in La guitarre royale (1671) have doubles – the sarabande in B flat
major on p. 48 and the sarabande in D minor on p. 71 but it is very likely that Corbetta
extemporized variations like these when playing his pieces. The fact that the double here is
almost identical in the two unrelated sources suggests that it is his own work and it gives an
interesting insight into how he may have performed his own music.
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C – Montréal Bibliothèque du Conservatoire de Musique de Quebec No shelf mark (?).
Microfilm in New York Public Library ZBT 215
This is the mystery manuscript.12 It is a manuscript of music for 5-course guitar in Italian
tablature with alfabeto. It was originally part of the collection of manuscripts and instruments
owned by Maestro Natale Gallini (1891-1983)13 and was one of a group of manuscripts acquired
in 1952 by the American dealers Italian Book and Craft, Inc. of New York City, which also included
five part-books of madrigals by Luigi Rossi and a manuscript of music for 8-course lute in Italian
tablature.14
In a letter dated 16th May 1952, Fabio Coen of the firm wrote to Sidney Beck at the New York
Public Library offering the manuscripts for sale. The library declined to puchase them but was
allowed microfilm them for the use of students. The manuscripts were apparently then sold to
the collector, Harold Maker, and in 1955 they were acquired by Wilfried Pelletier (1896-1982)
Director of the Conservatoire de musique de Québec in Montreal from 1943 to 1961. He gifted
the manuscripts to the Conservatoire at some point, and as far as anyone knows that is where
they are at present; the lute manuscript is certainly in their collection. However, the
Conservatoire seems to have no record of the guitar manuscript and the New York microfilm is
no longer available.
The manuscript comprises 80 folios; there is a Table of Contents on the first unnumbered folio,
the verso of which is blank. The music occupies folios 1-79v and there is a table of alfabeto chords
on f.12v. It includes several pieces attributed to Corbetta or “Pauese” as he was often known –
a reference to his place of origin.
These are
f.7r-v
[f.7v
f.7v-8r
f.8v
f.12r
f.13r-v
f.16r
f.16v-17r
f.17r

Alem.a del Pauese
Sarabanda
Giga]
Corte de Pauese
Alemana de Pauen
Corte del Pause
Alemde del 4o tuono del Corbetta
Corte del 4o tuono del Pavese
sua Sarabanda

12

The information here is taken from the introduction to The madrigals of Michelangelo Rossi ; edited by Brian
Mann. Chicago : Chicago University Press, 2002. (Monuments of Renaissance Music ; 10). I am deeply indebted to
Arthur Ness for passing on the information to me and for supplying me with a list of contents and other information.
13
The instrument collection was donated to the City of Milan in 1958.
14
This mansucript is described in detail in Victor Coelho – The manuscript sources of seventeenth-century lute music.
New York/London : Garland, 1995, p. 104-106 with a thematic list of contents on p.266-397.
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Without seeing the music, it is impossible to say whether the pieces are from Corbetta’s printed
books. Varii capricci (1643) includes an alemanda, coranta and sarabanda in the 4o tuono (i.e. E
minor) and Varii scherzi (1648) an alemanda and coranto in E minor. The sarabanda and giga on
f.7v-8r are not actually attributed to him but seem to form part of the same suite.
Some of the other pieces are attributed to “L.C.” as yet unidentified. At this stage one can only
speculate but is is possible that this is Lelio Colista. Hopefully the manuscript will come to light
some in the future.

Conclusion
There is a tendency today to assume that the music for baroque guitar found in both
printed and manuscript sources is original music specifically composed for the instrument and to
evaluate it on this basis. There is also an assumption that the date on which something appears
in print is the date of its composition. In reality, the situation is much more complex. Pieces may
have circulated in manuscript before they appeared in print and they continued to be copied and
played for many years after their first appearance. The pieces vary from source to source,
sometimes quite significantly. It is almost impossible to establish whether such variations
emanate from Corbetta himself or whether they are the work of a third party.
Today Corbetta’s music is less popular than the Spanish style music of Sanz and Santiago de
Murcia. This does not really reflect the situation in the seventeenth century. Manuscript sources
highlight how widely his music circulated and how well he was known. No other composer of
guitar music enjoyed the same esteem.
Note on the transcription: Notes on the fifth course are always shown in the upper octave with
lozenge shaped heads. Notes on the fourth course may be shown in either octave depending on
the context. If they are in the upper octave they have lozenge shaped heads highlighted in blue.
Ornaments have been omitted unless they have some musical significance. Errors in the tablature
which have been corrected are highlighted in red.
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